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WHAT IS NUMEROLOGY?

        Numerology is a very ancient study of numbers that dates back to Babylonia 
Times. The origin of Numerology stems from the latin word “numerus”, Number 

and the greek word “logia” from Logos which means thought, word,  and expres-
sion.   

 
There are various systems of Numerology each one connecting to different 

meanings. The two main facts to remember: 
   
 

Every letter of the alphabet has a numeric value 
Every Number has a distinct cosmic vibration.  

 
The easiest way to understand Numerology is its a system reduced to nine 
numbers with zero being the void of a number. Therefore ten goes back to one.  
 
The axiological philosophy of numerology is construct-
ed using ten basic principles. Ten is the number of 
completion, the ending of cycles and has been a 
significant number passed down from the ancients.  
 
You will notice in the Tarot, the tenth card in every suite 
relates to an ending of some sort, such as the ten of 
swords represents transformation and deconstruction 
of structures.

These Ten numbers are what mold, de-construct, re-
build and form the basis of your existence within the universe.  
 
In the Kabbalah system each of these numbers 1-10 are assigned to a Sephirot, 
each Sephirot correlates to a various substructure of the Dimensions of the psy-
che. The 8-circuit model of consciousness proposed by Timothy Leary is 
structured around the same system along with Hermetism, the chakra system, 
Kundalini and naturally the Tarot system. The tree of life is basically a universal 
map of our system of consciousness.
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 HOW TO CALCULATE NUMEROLOGY

Everything in Numerology is calculated by simply adding the sequence of 
numbers together. Then adding the sum total of each single digit. 
  
 
                                                       For Example:  
 
                            1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 28 = 2 + 8 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1 
 
                                                    Numerology = 1

This can be calculated through any particular sequence:  
 
  • Birth dates 
  • Names
  • Synchronicities
  • Hotel Numbers 
 
Basically any numeric code can be reduced back to Numerology. 

  • 
  
◘◘◘◘ 

 NUMEROLOGY’S CONNECTION TO AWAKENING

 Numerology is naturally an interest that occurs during Kundalini awakening 
because many individuals will find themselves starting to see repeated numero-

logical sequences over and over.  
 

The most common being 11:11 
 

However the more you notice the more you see, numbers such as 12:34, 111, 
1:33, 511, 333, 444, 555, and many more begin to follow you everywhere you go.
 
Many people believe they are simply “Angelic Numbers” or “Messages from the 
Angels” but in truth Numerology is a very complex system. 
 
Each number corresponds to the system of the Kabbalah and the Tarot. The way 
to understand each of the numerological sequences you have to study the tree 
of life, archetypes, geometry and various symbolism throughout ancient history.

 Each number is a point on the dimensional plane of the system of the mind. 
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Numerology works in a way that triggers a subconscious archetypal response within 
your long term memory all going right back to processing numbers like a futuristic 
computer.
 
Numerology on the awakening path works in a similar way to Jungian Psychology.  
 
Carl Jung has studied this concept of subconscious triggers extensively within his 
work such as Man and His Symbols, Psychological Types, and Psyche & Symbol.  
 
Jungian Psychology better known as analytical psychology is the basis that every-
thing is created through symbolism. These symbols create archetypal triggers within 
the subconscious mind. Each trigger is unlocking access to our long term memory or 
the collective unconscious.  
 
Many known this as the Akashic Records in the New Age world.  
 
Basically Numerology serves as a tool to create a trigger, a wake up call towards 
awakening our long term memory. This is basically linked to your soul blueprint, your 
timeline as a soul here on earth.   
 
Likewise, Numerology serves as this key to unlocking our hidden DNA strands within 
the long term memory.  They are essentially creating mind relapse triggers that influ-
ence our long term memory and change our DNA.  
 

                     NUMEROLOGY STORIES 
 
Many skeptics will say what they want about numerology such as synchronicity is 
only  a form of “confirmation bias”. However I have seen and heard many stories all 
over the world to believe they are merely a coincidence. These sequences are creat-
ing wake-up calls within people.  
 
It is quite common on my blog to receive Questions like this:  
 
“Is there such thing as major synchronicity? because my phone is usually on 10% at 
10:10 or 11% at 11:11 and this happens so frequently. What does it all mean?”  
 
“The number 17 . It’s everywhere I go license plates, streets , house númbers, nba 
scores, crucial situations and turning points... and last night a movie with Ben Affleck! 
symbolic?”
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“Hello, it’s really hard for me to believe in this stuff but for some reason I keep com-
ing back, anyways I decided to write to you because like 80 percent of the times I 

look at my watch all the numbers are matching, I dismissed it at first but it became 
unavoidable, is it pure chance?” 

 
“Ever since the beginning of high school (2001) to about a few year ago I’ve seen the 

number (33) EVERYWHERE. I would be sleeping and would wake up at 2:33, 3:33, 
4:33, in the morning. Or I would buy something and the total $33:33 or the change 

would contain the number 33” 
 

My favorite personal Numerology story is when my love and I went to move into 
our new apartment. We received a phone call saying our application was accepted 

and we can move in. After a year of searching it took less than a month to secure 
this place.  

 
The total down payment for the apartment’s first rent along with the other fees 

was EXACTLY $777. I had to ask her to repeat herself because I thought I misheard 
her….. 

 
 

 
WHY DOES IT HAPPEN DURING AN AWAKENING? 

Numerology happens to us during an awakening because it starts revealing what 
was once hidden. It allows the soul to start becoming more consciously aware of 

the present reality and opening us to this new secret world. 
 

This is the subconscious mind, the divine creator of our present reality. What you 
are looking at right now - every day of your life is the subconscious.  

 
These signs & symbols serve as a reminder from the Universe/God/ Higher Self 

that awaken us and guide us on our path.  
 

These can manifest in numerous ways such as seeing deja vu, synchronicities or 
other beliefs about numbers come to surface.

Many label these as Angel Numbers which in my opinion is a half-truth to their ac-
tual meaning. They are served to guide us and show us messages from our higher 

self. They can trigger and reveal the inner layers of the psyche.  
In short, numerology is the beginning point where we start waking up from the 

dream.
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN IF NUMEROLOGY STARTS  
SHOWING UP IN MY LIFE?

As we’re driving down the highway, my friend sees the number 333 on a license 
plate and shouts at me, 

 
“A sign of divine confirmation!”  

 
It definitely goes much deeper. Sometimes it can be confirmation, other times 
it can be a message we need to hear, a thought we need to acknowledge or a 

sudden change in direction we need to see.  
 

Now that is the beauty of numerology. 
 

What’s fascinating about numerology is usually it’s something that we cannot 
 ignore. Often times it starts showing up when the soul knows it is ready. There-
fore the appearance of numerology starts increasing at a rapid rate in one’s life.  

 
Likewise it becomes so apparent that we begin questioning it. We start to wonder 
what it means. It can make us feel crazy or suddenly overwhelmed with curiosity. 

HOW DO THE PATTERNS RELATE TO MY LIFE?

In reality while there is much symbolism behind each number, the true meaning 
all comes down to what resonates with you most.  

 
They could be said these are “Codes” that unlock our dna strands and awaken 

old memories of who we used to be but they are honestly a trigger like a 
Talisman creating a memory relapse. 

 
In the beginning 11:11 and 111 will be the most common, usually followed by 22, 

222, 33, 333. The more your mind begins focusing on them, the stronger the force 
you create in your reality. 

 
Double Numbers such as 22 or 55 are Master numbers. Any of the master num-
bers will start showing up repeatedly denoting a particular sequential message. 

It’s always good to pay attention to your thoughts at the particular time you see 
the number or look at what you are doing.  

 
Being conscious of our surroundings, what we’re doing or what is around us at 

the time such as a symbol can sometimes help to figure out the meaning behind 
the message of the number. 
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THEORIES & MESSAGES BEHIND NUMEROLOGY 
 

There are various theories out there for why numbers are displaying a particular 
message: 

• Binary DNA Activation – Reality is composed from numbers, our mind is similar 
◘to a computer which relies on binary codes (1’s and 0’s). These Numbers such as 

11:11 are working as a form of binary that activates your dormant DNA. 

• 11:11 Gateway/Portal – Also known as Stargates:
10.10. 10. | 11. 11. 11 | 12. 12. 12 | 12. 21. 12

These are astrological alignments that are created during a specific date in time. 
They are most known for being an Energetic Gateway for others to Awaken and 

also known to create energetic shifts.  

 • Making a Wish – Many Teenagers used to play the game “make a wish it’s 11:11”, 
perhaps their subconscious knew more than they did about this mysterious 

phenomena. 

  • Life Path Numbers – Life Path numbers are a different form of numerology but 
are connected to Symbolic interpretation. They are found by adding your birth 
date and birth year together into a single digit. 

  • Angel or Spirit Guide Messages – The more popular theory by Doreen Virtue 
that Numerology is basically messages from your angels or spirit guides trying to 
communicate with you. These messages include similar sayings such as “you are 
on the right direction of your spiritual path” or “stay positive, you have nothing to 
fear in regards to your soul purpose” 

  • Fibonacci Sequence/Golden Ratio – Our reality is made around the Golden 
Ratio even our bodies are composed from the beautiful sequence of Phi, perhaps 
the numbers are simply reminding us of who we are? 

  • Global Consciousness – Cosmic consciousness, sometimes people just sim-
ply think that these numbers are here to tell us we are connected to one another. 
 
  • Wake Up Call – The most popular interpretation, Wake up call to GLOBAL 
AWAKENING.  Numerology is mainly noticed by people who are going through 
the process of a Spiritual/ Kundalini Awakening. These numbers could simply 
mean you are on the right track and they signify your own Awakening Journey.
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Since Numerology is linked to archetypal symbolism, the most direct 
interpretation will always be the symbolic representation of the Number itself. 
The numbers are there to guide us but the most powerful meaning is the one 

you put in front of the symbol.  
 

ALWAYS ASK YOURSELF:   
What belief do I put behind it? 

What resonates best with my soul?

INSIDE NUMEROLOGY  
Your basic cheat sheet to knowing numbers instantly

    0 = The Void, zero point, unlimited possibilities 
    1 = Unity, the seed of creation
    2 = Duality, polarity
    3 = 3rd dimension, Overcoming Duality, Manifestation
    4 = 4th dimension, time, the world of thought
    5 = 5 elements of man, 5th dimension,
    6 = Balance, Hexagram, Merkabah
    7 = Awakened Crown Chakra, The God Number,
    8 = Infinity, Rebirth
    9 = Endings, The end of a cycle
  10 = Completion

NUMEROLOGY GUIDE

PYRAMID OF ENLIGHTENMENT

11 = The Master Vision. Illumination, intuition.
22 = The Master Builder. Vision combined with Action
33 = The Master Creator. The Teacher of Vision. This is 
where Vision transforms into Manifestation
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 a 1010 = Binary sequence. Reality is a biogenetic experiment created from     
numbers. Our entire reality is ruled by numbers.  

 a 911 = Think about the impact 911 had on consciousness, it marked the end 
of a cycle, the trump card of the tower. 9= Endings. 11=DNA Helix. 911=ending 
code of our DNA program in 3rd Dimensional reality.

  a 11:11 = The Gateway/ Portal, it helps open the door into our psyche. 11:11 
particularly is powerful because it is the combination of two master numbers 
together. We often see the 11:11 when we are going through a subconscious 
change. It could also signify that “11:11 is the doorway between two worlds – 
between the 3rd dimensional and the 5th dimensional worlds” - In5d 

 a 111  = The Vision, illumination,  sparked intuition, channel to the subcon-
scious, insight without rational thought.  

 a 222  = Duality – Polarity – Reality is created by an electromagnetic energy 
grid. 2+2=2=6 = Flower of Life 

 a 333  = Represents a higher octave of 9 = closure of duality, closure in 3D 

 a 444 = 4th dimension is the world of thought. 4d mastery of thought and 
illusion 

 a 555  = All elements(air, earth, water, fire, ether) combined is a sphenic  
number. The pentagram. Manifestation combined with action. Represents 
5th Dimension.

 a 666 = Creating the merkabah - Hexagram, aligning the elements and 
the senses together in understanding. the number of man elements of earth 
combined with spirit 

 a 777 –  God Number of the Universe -Divine spiritual communication with 
Higher Self, Awakened one, Crown Awakening. Also the 21.  

 a 888 – Rebirth, Infinity, Eternity, Paradise regained - Awakening to potenti-
ality 

 a 999 – Karma codes ending, life cycles complete. It is the Triple Triad – 
Completion; fulfillment; attainment; beginning and the end; Heaven on Earth 
– the Earthly Paradise.

THE MASTER NUMBER SEQUENCES
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DOUBLE DIGIT CODES

    
11:11, 111 and the various derivatives of these numbers symbolize digits that re-
peat continously in time. Basically they are a metaphor for the patterns of reality 
that repeat in cycles as we experience.  

This can refer to the rise and fall of civilzations - our experiences and karmic 
lessons. We exist in cognitive loops of time - endless cycles that infinitely create 
and recreate our soul blueprint. 
 

We all carry vibrations of frequency that is infor-
mation coded into symbols that are important to 
our experiences as a soul. This could be defined 
as your soul purpose or “mission” as a creator.

 When we see these particular codes, they be-
come a subconscious trigger that goes off sig-
nifying a shift in the mind. You will come to find 
after the numerology starts, you will notice en-
ergy shifts and various changes happening ev-
erytime the numbers increase.  The numbers are 
part of the architecture of the universe as innately 

they connect to Sacred Geometry. Like the tesseract featured to the left.

a 11 - The 11 acts as a portal, a gateway into the higher realms.  It is sym-
bolic of the twin spiraling DNA.  When we see the 11, take a moment to 
focus on your energy, reflect on your thinking, hold a higher vibration and 
drop into a space of manifesting. The intent we feel in this space will be 
heightened as we start to subconsciously remember. It is a number of the 
masters.                                        1+1= 2 = Duality Gate 

a 22 - The Master Builder is a higher octave of four. It contains the secrets 
to many esoteric questions, as evidenced by the fact that there are twenty 
two letters in the Hebrew alphabet, twenty two pathways in many ver-
sions of the Kabbalah, and twenty two cards in the Major Arcana.

22=2+2=4=Time.

a 33 - The Master Teacher/ Creator. represents Christ Consciousness - uni-
versal nurturing, global responsibility, 33 is a higher octave of 6, the flower 
of life, Creation.
                                        33 = 3+3=6= Six days of creation - The seed
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a 44 - 44 is a higher octave of 8. 8 Connects to Rebirth, Resurrection and Infin-
ity. 440 Hz  tone for the standard for musical pitch, The Key of C 440 Frequency 
of light. The Base of the Great Pyramid is 440 Cubits, 144 is a Fibonacci Number 
& there is also the theory of the 144,000 alleged Ascended masters. Although 
this number is now changing.
                                4+4 = 8 = Rebirth & Resurrection of the Creator

a 55 - represents a higher octave of 1. Unity consciousness, The beginning of 
the Creator. It is also a Fibonacci number (the largest Fibonacci number to be 
a triangular number.) 
                                5+5 = 10 = 1 = The Creator of Unity within 5d 
 
a 66 - represents a higher octave of 3. We do things in threes, vision combined 
with action into Manifestation. 3 is the completion of the cycle. Life, Death, Re-
birth. In mathematics is a sphenic number, a triangular number, a hexagonal 
number,
                                6+6 = 12 = 3 = Completion of Cycle. Start of Manifestation 

a 77 - represents a higher octave of 5. 5 connects to the Quintessence along 
with 5th dimension. Five is the human microcosm. Five is also representative of 
the Godhead – Central Creator of the four fours plus itself equalling five. 
                               7 + 7 = 14 = 5 = Quintessence - Merging of 5th Dimension 

a 88 - represents a higher octave of 7.  If 6 represents humanity then 7 – the 
center of the spiral is humanity’s connection to its source, god, Christ conscious-
ness. Seven is the number of the Universe. It is the three of the heavens (soul) com-
bined with the four (body) of the earth. Pianos have 88 keys - Harmonics and Let-
ters. Divine Harmony                 
                              8+8 = 16 = 7 = Universal Christ Consciousness. 

a 99 - represents a higher octave of 9. 9 is always a point of endings. It is the 
Triple Triad – Completion; fulfillment; attainment; beginning and the end; the 
whole number; a celestial and angelic number – the Earthly Paradise.
                          9 + 9 = 18 = 9 = The Beginning and End - Heaven on Earth.
 
OTHER NOTABLE SEQUENCES: 
a 12:12 3+3=6=Star of David Frequency, also linked with the Qabbalah, Flower 
of Life, Merkabah, Spiraling Twin Strand DNA merging at Zero Point Merge
a 12:34 - The Tetraktys Symbol 1+2+3+4=10 = The Pythagorean formula
a 321 or 4321- Descending number sequences = thoughts and life regressing
a 369 - The representation of all master numbers connects to the universal 
sequence of 369. 
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0  
                                       ZERO
Zero is a powerful number which brings great transformational change, some-
times occurring in a profound manner. It has much intensity, so caution is needed 
wherever it appears to ensure that extremes are not encountered.

Zero represents the Cosmic Egg, the primordial Androgyne – the Plenum. Zero as 
an empty circle depicts both the nothingness of death and yet the totality of life 
contained within the circle. As an ellipse the two sides represent ascent and de-
scent, evolution and involution.

Before the One (meaning the Source—not the number) there is only Void, or 
non-being; thought; the ultimate mystery, the incomprehensible Absolute. Begins 
with meanings such as, Non-existence; nothingness; the unmanifest; the unlimit-
ed; the eternal. The absence of all quality or quantity.

Cultural References

Taoism: It symbolizes the Void; non-being.

Buddhism: It is the Void and no-thingness.

Kabbalism: Boundless; Limitless Light; the Ain.

Pathagoras saw zero as the perfect. Zero is the Monad, the originator and con-
tainer of All.

Islamic: Zero is the Divine Essence.

The Zero Number connects to  Fibonacci Numbers

NUMBERS & THEIR CULTURAL MEANINGS
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1  
                                          ONE

1 (one) is a number, numeral, and the name of the glyph representing that number. It 
is the natural number following 0 and preceding 2. It represents a single entity. One 
is sometimes referred to as unity or unit as an adjective. For example, a line segment 
of “unit length” is a line segment of length 1.

Is considered to be a primordial unity. The beginning. The Creator. It the First Cause 
or as some cultures refer, the First Mover. One is the sum of all possibilities. It is es-
sence, the Center. One is referred to isolation. One springs forth, upsurges. It is seen 
as the number that gives cause to duality as multiplicity and back to final unity.

Chinese: refer to one as Yang, masculine; celestial. It is seen as an auspicios number. 
One is The Monad. Christian : God the Father; the Godhead.

Hebrew: Adonai, the Lord, the Most High, the I am, hidden intelligence.

Islamic: One refers to one as God as unity; the Absolute; self sufficient.

Pathagorean: One as meaning Spirit; God, from which all things come. It is the very 
essence, the Monad.

Taoism: “Tao begets One, One begets Two, Two begets Three and Three begets all 
things.” 
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2  
                                           TWO
Duality. Alteration; diversity; conflict; dependence. Two is a static condition. It is rooted, 
seen as balance (two sides); stability; reflection. Two are the opposite poles.  

Represents the dual nature of the human being. It is desire, since all that is manifest 
in duality is in pairs of opposites. As One represents a point, two represents a length. 
The Binary is the first number to recede from Unity, it also symbolizes sin which devi-
ates from the first good and denotes the transitory and the corruptible.
Two represents two-fold strength—that is symbolized by two of anything, usually in 
history, by animals in pairs.

Cultural References

In Alchemy, two are the opposites, sun and moon. King and Queen. Sulpher and quick-
silver, at first antagonistic but finally resolved and united in the androgyne.

Buddhist: see two as the duality of samsara; male and female. Two is theory and prac-
tice; wisdom and method. It is blind and the lame united to see the way and to walk it.

Chinese: two is Yin , feminine; terrestrial; inauspicious.

Christian: Christ with two natures as God and human.

Revelation: Two is the number of witness. The disciples were sent out by two’s (Mark 
6:7). Two witnesses are required to establish truth (Deu 17:6, John 8:17, 2 Cor 13:1). Ex-
amples in Revelation are the beast out of the earth who has two horns like a lamb but 
spoke like a dragon (13:11). He is the false prophet. However the two witnesses are the 
true prophets of God (11:3).

Hebrew: Two is The life-force. In Qabalism wisdom and self-consciousness.

Hindu: Two is duality, the shakta-shakti.

Platonic: Plato says two is a digit without meaning as it implies relationship, which in-
troduces the third factor
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 3  
                                           THREE

The third dimension – we do things in threes so they will manifest in our physical 
realm.

It’s roots stem from the meaning of multiplicity. Creative power; growth. Three is a 
moving forward of energy, overcoming duality, expression, manifestation and synthe-
sis. Three is the first number to which the meaning “all” was given. It is The Triad, being 
the number of the whole as it contains the beginning, a middle and an end.

The power of three is universal and is the tripartide nature of the world as heaven, 
earth, and waters. It is human as body, soul and spirit. Notice the distinction that soul 
and spirit are not the same. They are not. Three is birth, life, death. It is the begin-
ning, middle and end. Three is a complete cycle unto itself. It is past, present, 
future.

The symbol of three is the triangle. Three interwoven circles or triangles can repre-
sent the indissoluble unity of the three persons of the trinity. Others symbols using 
three are: trident, fleur-de-lis, trefoil, trisula, thunderbolt, and trigrams.

The astral or emotional body stays connected to the physically body for three days 
after death. There is scientific evidence that the brain, even when all other systems 
are failing takes three days to register complete shutdown.

There are 3 phases to the moon.

Three is the heavenly number, representing soul, as four represents body. Together 
the two equal seven (3+4=7 ) and form the sacred hebdomad. The 3×4=12 represent-
ing the signs of the Zodiac and months of the year.

Pythagorean three means completion.

There are three wishes, genies have three wishes, three leprecons, three prince or 
princesses, three witches, three weird sisters among others.

Cultural References Continued on Next Page...
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Arabian, Pre-Islamic: the Manant is a threefold goddess representing the 3 Holy 
Virgins, Al-Itab, Al-Uzza, and Al-Manat. They are depicted as aniconic stelae, 
stones or pillars, or as pillars surmounted by doves.

Buddhist: tradition the theme of 3 is represented by, The Tri-ratna, The Three 
Precious Jewels, and the Buddha, Dharma, Sangha.

Chinese: Sanctity; the auspicious number; the first odd, yang number….The moon 
toad, or bird, is three-legged.

Celtic: Bridgit is threefold; there are the Three Blessed Ladies and innumerable 
Triads, often a threefold aspect of the same divinity.

Christianity: Three represents the Trinity, the soul, the union of body and 
soul in human in the church. There were three gifts of the Magi to Christ as 
God-King-Sacrifice; three figures of transformation, temptations, denials by Peter 
(one of the 12 Apostles—- 12=3 (1+2=3). There were 3 crosses at Calvary, He died 
on The Hills, there were 3 days to the death process for Christ, and there were 
3 appearances after his death. There were 3 Marys, and there are 3 qualities or 
theological virtutes being Faith, Hope, Love or more commonly known as Charity. 
The number 3 gives to the meaning the embracing Godhead – Father, Mother, 
Son/Daughter.

Egyptian: Hermetic tradition, Thoth is the Thrice Great, ‘Trismegistus’. The Su-
preme Power. Emerald Tablets - Three come forth from the three of the balance,

There is an ancient wisdom that’s says; ‘Messages or events that come in three’s 
are worth noticing. ‘Whenever anything is mentioned three times it is a witness to 
us that these things are of utmost importance.

Three symbolizes manifestation into the physical. It is the triangle – pyramid 
shape in the vesica pisces – see image below.

‘Power of Three’ has to do with Alchemy. The Egyptian god Thoth or the Greek 
Hermes Trismegistus (Thrice Blessed or Thrice Great) are the progenitors of the 
Emerald Tablets describing the mysteries of Alchemy. The alchemy of three is 
demonstrated by its power of multiplicity. For example, in understanding the 
numbers – One gave rise to Two (1+1=2) and Two gave Rise to Three (2+1=3) and 
Three gave rise to all numbers (3+1=4, 3+2=5, 3+3=6, 3+4=7, 3+5=8 3+6=9). Thus in ad-
dition to being a number of good fortune, Three is also the number of multiplicity 
and alchemy among other things.

Many believe the Triquetrais an ancient symbol of the female trinity, because it is 
composed of three interlaced yonic Vesica Pisces (a.k.a. PiscisSLatin for “Vessel 
of the Fish”) and is the most basic and important construction in Sacred Geome-
try, which is the architecture of the universe.

A Vesica is formed when the circumference of two identical circles each pass 
through the center of the other in effect creating a portal. ‘The Triquetra’ rep-
resents the ‘Power of Three’ or the threefold nature of existence i.e. body, mind 
and spirit; life, death and rebirth; past, present and future; beginning, middle and 
end; Sun, Moon and Earth; and the threefold co-creative process described as 
thought, word, and deed.

Sphere=ovum
Vesica Pisces – Oval opening of the penis

The creation process as described in the Vedas is unfolding, maintaining, and 
concluding as in birth, life and death. There are innumerable trinities and triads 
throughout myth and religious traditions, such as the triple goddess; maiden, 
mother, crone. One example in Greek mythology is Kore, Demeter, Hecate. The 
Christian trinity is Father, Son and Holy Ghost. Vedic trinities include Brahma, 
Vishnu and Shiva with their consorts Saraswati, Lakshmi and Kali to name just a 
few.

Four (4)
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Many believe the Triquetrais an ancient symbol of the 
female trinity, because it is composed of three inter-
laced yonic Vesica Pisces (a.k.a. PiscisSLatin for “Ves-
sel of the Fish”) and is the most basic and important 
construction in Sacred Geometry, which is the 
architecture of the universe.

A Vesica is formed when the circumference of two 
identical circles each pass through the center of the 
other in effect creating a portal. ‘The Triquetra’ rep-
resents the ‘Power of Three’ or the threefold nature 
of existence i.e. body, mind and spirit; life, death and 

rebirth; past, present and future; beginning, middle and end; Sun, Moon and Earth; and 
the threefold co-creative process described as thought, word, and deed.

Sphere=ovum
Vesica Pisces – Oval opening of the penis

The Interglactic Eye of the Black Hole
Merging Universes

The creation process as described in the Vedas is unfolding, maintaining, and con-
cluding as in birth, life and death. There are innumerable trinities and triads throughout 
myth and religious traditions, such as the triple goddess; maiden, mother, crone.  
 
One example in Greek mythology is Kore, Demeter, Hecate. The Christian trinity is Fa-
ther, Son and Holy Ghost. Vedic trinities include Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva with their 
consorts Saraswati, Lakshmi and Kali to name just a few.
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4  
                                           FOUR
Four is the 4th dimension = time which is illusion.
Four is seen as the first solid number. Spatial in scheme or order in manifestation.
Static as opposed to the circular and the dynamic
Wholeness; totality; completion; solid
Earth; order
Rational – relativity and justice
Symbol of measurement
Foundation

The are four cardinal points; four seasons; four winds; four directions (as in North, South, 
East, West); four elements (Fire, Water, Air, Earth) in the western culture.

There are four sides to a square; four arms to a cross. There are four rivers to Paradise, 
that formed a cross (the Garden of Eden was said to be within the four rivers). Within 
Paradise were four infernal regions, seas, and sacred mountains. There are four watches 
of the night and day, quarters of the moon. There are four quarters to the earth. There 
are four tetramorphs. The Divine Quaternity is in direct contrast to the Trinity. Four is a 
symbolic number used throughout in the Old Testament. The quaternary can be depict-
ed as the quatrefoil as well as the square and the cross.

Cultural References

Native American: As in other cultures, ceremonies and ritual acts are repeated in fours. 
The Native Amercican cultures have used the number 4 most frequently as in the four 
cardinal directions. The four winds are depicted by the symbol of the cross and by the 
symbol of the swastika. 

The swastika as some misbelieve was not created by Hitler. It was instead borrowed 
from the Native American and occult beliefs of which Hitler had great interests. Hitler 
derived his “insanity” of power from his misdirected interpretation and use of 
metaphysical principles.  
 
He used knowledge that his human consciousness couldn’t possibly understand and 
the use of this knowledge for personal gain is part of the 
imbalance that creates the chaos and karma.

Chinese: Four is the number of the Earth, symbolized by the square. There are four 
streams of immortality. Four is even an number. It is Yin in polarity.

Christian: Four is the number representing the body, with three representing the soul. 
Again we see the theme of the four rivers in Paradise. There are four Gospels, Evange-
lists, chef arch-angels, chef-devils, four Fathers of the Church, Great Prophets. There 
are four cardinal virtues—prudence, fortitude, justice, temperance. The are four winds 
from which the One Spirit is said to come. There are four horsemen of the Apocalypse.
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Revelation: There four angels standing at the four corners of the Earth, holding back 
the four winds of the earth (Rev 7:1). 

Buddhism: The Damba Tree of Life has four limbs and from its roots four sacred 
streams of Paradise that represent the the four boundless wishes of compassion, af-
fection, love impartiality. It also represents the four directions of the heart as well.

Egyptian: Four is the sacred number of Time, measurement of the sun. Four pillars 
support the vault of heaven. There are four canopic jars placed around the dead at 
the four corners guarded by the four sons of Horus who are associated with the cardi-
nal points. In the Hermetic it is the divine quaternity. It represents God.

Greek: Four is the sacred number of Hermes.

Hebrew: Four represents measuring; beneficence; intelligence. In the Kabbalah four 
is memory; four represents the four worlds of the Kabbalah.It also represents the four 
directions of space and the four levels of the hierarchical organism of the Torah.

Hindu: Four is Totality; plenitude; perfection. Brahma, the Creator is four faced. The 
temple is based on the four sides of the square, symbolizing order and finality. There 
are four tattvas the four bodies bodies of human and kingdoms of nature which are 
animal, vegetable, mineral, mind. There are four yugas. Four is the winning throw of 
the dice. There are four castes and pairs of opposites.

Islamic: tradition the four terms of the quaternary are the Principle which is Creator; 
Universal Spirit; Universal Soul; and the primordial matter. These correspond to the 
four worlds of Kabbalism. There are four angelic beings and four houses of death. 
There are four levels to the Bardo.

Mayan culture four giants support the celestial roof. Four is seen as the number of 
support .

Pythagorean: Four is Perfection; harmonious proportion; justice; the earth. Four is the 
number of the Pythagorean oath. Four and ten are divinities. The Tetraktys 1+2+3+4=10.

Scandinavian: there are four rivers of milk flowing in Asgard.
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5  
                                            FIVE 

Five is the symbol of human microcosm. The number of the human being. Human 
forms—-the pentagon when arms and legs are out stretched. The pentagon is endless 
—-sharing the symbolism of perfection and power of the circle. Five is a circular number 
as it produces itself in its last digit when raised to its own power. The pentacle, like the 
circle symbolizes whole, the quincunx being the number of its center and the meeting 
point of heaven, earth, and the four cardinal points plus the center point.

Five is also representative of the Godhead – Central Creator of the four fours plus 
itself equalling five. Five is the marriage of the hieros gamos as combination of feminine 
and the masculine. Feminine being even, as 2, in frequency and masculine being odd as 
3 in frequency = 5.

The number five symbolizes meditation; religion; versatility. It represents the five senses 
(taste, touch, smell, sight, hearing) everywhere except in the East. In the East there are 
six—-the extra being Mind. We find meanings to five in the five petaled flower, five point-
ed leaves—especially the ROSE. The Rose has much symbolism, but also the lily, vine, 
all of which represent the microcosm.

The five pointed star depicts individuality and spiritual aspiration, and education when 
it points upward. The five pointed star pointing downward represents witchcraft, and it 
is used in black magic. Noted: There is a very broad difference between witchcraft and 
black magic.

The number five formed the first counting process from which all else came.

Cultural References

Alchemy: The five petaled flower and five pointed star symbolizing the quintessence.

Buddhist: belief the heart has four directions— the heart center makes five, symbolizing, 
universality. West, red; Amoghasiddhi, Infallible Success, sword, North, green.

Christian: There are five senses; five points to the cross; wounds of Christ; fishes feeding 
five thousand; and books of Moses.
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6 
                                             SIX

Six represents equilibrium; harmony – balance. It is the perfect number within the 
decad: 1+2+3=6. It is the most productive of all numbers.

It symbolizes union of polarity, the hermaphrodite being represented by the two in-
terlaced triangles, the upward- pointing as male, fire and the heavens, and the down-
ward-pointing as female, the waters and the earth.

Six is the symbol of luck; love; health; beauty; chance. It is a winning number at the 
throw of the dice in the West.

There are six rays of the solar wheel and there are six interlaced triangles. There are six 
pointed stars or Seal of Solomon – and Star of David – Merkabah

Cultural References

Chinese: Six represents Universe, with its four cardinal points and the Above and Below 
– making it a total of six directions. Chinese culture there are six senses: tastse, touch, 
smell, sight, hearing, the sixth being mind. The day and night each have six periods.

Christian: Six is perfection; completion because man was created on the sixth day. Six 
is man’s number The most obvious use of this number is in the notorious passage con-
taining 666.

(Rev 13:18 NIV) This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number 
of the beast, for it is man’s number. His number is 666.
Hebrew: There are six days of creation. It symbolizes meditation and intelligence.

Kabbalism: Six is creation, and beauty.

Pythagorean: Luck

Sumerian: Six days of creation
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7 
                                         SEVEN

If 6 represents humanity then 7 – the center of the spiral is humanity’s connection to 
its source, god, Christ consciousness – or whatever name you prefer.

Seven is the number of the Universe. It is the three of the heavens (soul) combined 
with the four (body) of the earth; being the first number containing both the spiritual 
and the temporal. In looking over the list of meanings it doesn’t take long to figure out 
why the seven has become significant in metaphysical, religious and other spiritual 
doctrines – as seven represents the virginity of the Great Mother – feminine archetype – 
She who creates.

There are 7 ages of man, ancient wonders of the world, circles of Universe, Cosmic 
stages, days of the week, heavens, hells, pillars of wisdom, rays of the sun, musical 
notes – sound as frequency plays a key roll in matters of Universe. There are over 80 
octaves of frequency – each governing a specific manifestation in Universe.

Cultural References

In all cultures, myths and legends seven represents…

Completeness and totality
Macrocosm
Perfection

plenty
reintegration

rest
security
safety

synthesis

The writings about the seven-headed dragon appear throughout India, Persia, the Far 
East, especially Cambodia, but also Celtic and other Mediterranean myths.

The seventh ray of the sun is the path by which the human beings pass from this world 
to the next. Seven days is the period for fasting and penitence. The seventh power of 
any number, both square and a cube and thus was given great importance.
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8 
                                          EIGHT

Spiritually eight is the goal of the initiate, having gone through the seven stages. 
Eight is Infinity – Paradise regained.

Eight is solidarity as the first cube and it denotes perfection by virtue of it’s six surfaces. 
There are eight winds and intermediate directions of space. Eight represents the pairs 
of opposites. The octagon is the beginning of the transformation of the square into a 
circle and vice versa.

Cultural References

Eight in many cultures and ideologies seems to have similar meanings:  
Felicity
Perfect rhythm
Regeneration
Resurrection

In some myths the eighth day created the new “man” of grace. After seven days of fast-
ing and penance the eighth day becomes plenty and renewal. 7+1 is the number of the 
octave which is a continual theme in all esoteric belief systems. The knowledge of fre-
quency and sound are a vital key in the ancient “mystery schools”.

Buddhist tradition: eight is completion, all possibilities. There are eight symbols of 
good augury.

Chinese system of belief eight represents the whole. It is all possibilities in manifesta-
tion. Eight is seen as a good luck number. The PAKUA is the design depicting the eight 
trigrams and pairs of opposites, usually in a circle, the circumference of which symbol-
izes time and space. There are eight delights of human existence.

Christian: Eight is regeneration and rebirth. The font is usually octagonal as symbolizing 
the place of regeneration. There are eight beatitudes.

Egyptian: Eight is the number of Thoth.
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9 
                                           NINE

Nine is composed of the all-powerful 3×3.

It is the Triple Triad – Completion; fulfillment; attainment; beginning and the end; 
the whole number; a celestial and angelic number – the Earthly Paradise.

It is the number of the circumference, its division into 90 degrees and into 360 for the 
entire circumference.

Nine is symbolized by the two triangles which are a symbol of male, fire, mountain and 
female, water, cave principles.

Cultural References

Buddhist tradition holds nine to be the supreme spiritual power, and a celestial num-
ber.

Celtic legend symbolizes nine as a highly significant number. It is a central number 
with the eight directions with the center making nine. The Triple Goddesses are thrice 
three. There are nine Celtic maidens and nine white stones that symbolize the nine 
virgins attendant on Bridgit. Nine is connected with the Beltane Fire rites which are 
attended by 81( 8+ 1= 9) men, nine at a time.

Christian: Nine is one of the numbers that appears scantly in Christian symbolism. 
There are the triple triads of choirs of angels and nine spheres and nine rings around 
hell.

Egyptian mythology nine represents The Ennead.

Graeco-Roman: There are nine Gods and later nine muses.

Mayan: There are nine underworlds each ruled by a God. We find this reference to 
“nine underworlds” present in many cultures and beliefs.
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10 
                                            TEN
10 = 1 = Rebirth – that which stirs and awakens your soul at this time.
Ten is the number of the cosmos—-the paradigm of creation. The decad contains all 
numbers and therefore all things and possibilities. It is the radix or turning point of all 
counting.

Ten is all-inclusive representing law; order and dominion. The tetraktys 1+2+3+4= 10 sym-
bolizes divinity and one represents a point; two, length; three, a plane or surface (as a 
triangle); four, solidity or space.

It is seen as the perfect—the return to unity. When based on the digits of the two 
hands, it is completeness and the foundation of all counting. Its highest ranges of com-
pleteness, 100 and 1000, are the basis of all Hindu cosmology, and in China the Ten 
Thousand Things, ie: the uncountable, symbolize the whole of manifestation.

Ten is also the number of completion of journeys and returns to origins: Odysseus wan-
dered for nine years and returned on the tenth. Troy was besieged for nine years and 
fell on the tenth. Ten is the sum of the number nine of the circumference with the one of 
the center—-being perfection. We see ten also being symbolized in rituals like the ritual 
of the Maypole – the one of the axis with the circle danced around.

Cultural References

Christian: There are ten Commandments of the Decalogue; as there are ten parables of 
the ten lamps, virgins, and talents. Tithes were to be given to God.

Gnostic: The ten Aeons become Sephiroth, emanating from the Pleroma.

Hebrew: In Qabalism ten is the numerical value of Yod, the Eternal Word, the first letter 
of the Divine name. 

Sephiroth: The spheres or emanations from the Ein Soph, symbolized by the Tree of 
Life. The first being the Monad, the First Cause of the other nine which are composed 
of three trinities, each being an image of the original Trinity of male-female and uniting 
intelligence. The tenth Adoni represents the mystic return to unity. In Solomon¹s Temple 
there were ten lavers, tables and candlesticks. The cherubim were ten cubits high and 
ten Levites minister before the Ark.
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11 
                                        ELEVEN

The number 11 is double digit that repeats itself – therefore is considered as a Master 
or Power Number. In Numerology – 11 represents impractical idealism, visionary, refine-
ment of ideals, intuition, revelation, artistic and inventive genius, avant-garde, androgy-
nous, film, fame, refinement fulfilled when working with a practical partner.

Eleven is a higher octave of the number two . It carries psychic vibrations and has an 
equal balance of masculine and feminine properties. Because eleven contains many 
gifts such as psychic awareness and a keen sense of sensitivity, it also has negative ef-
fects such as treachery and betrayal from secret enemies.

In systems such as Astrology and basic Numerology, eleven is considered to be a Mas-
ter Number.

Ten being the perfect number, eleven represents the exceeding of both. It is interesting 
to note that eleven when broken down (1+1=2) comprises the Two of duality.

11:11 is a digital code for Awakening that many see.
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    THE 11:11 Phenomenon

To go deeper, Ellie from Crystallinks has a fantastic resource on these codes. A big 
thanks to her for sharing her cultural information that you just read. Her words have 

changed my life and I hope they can change yours. 
 

“Physical reality is a consciousness program created by digital codes.  Numbers are 
numeric codes that define our existence.   

Human DNA, our genetic memory, is encoded to be triggered by digits at specific 
times.  Those codes awaken the mind to the change and evolution of 

consciousness.

The brain is an electrochemical machine (computer)
that processes through binary code zeroes and ones

that create patterns of experiences and realities.

The illusion of physical reality is created by the patterns of the 
Fibonacci Sequence - the Golden Spiral of Consciousness

consisting of zeros and ones that align with the brain.

0. 1. 1. 2. 3. 5. 8. 13. 21. 34. 55. 89. 144...

When people see the 11 it triggers part of their DNA linked to remember we exist 
in a Holographic Universe. This leads to an ongoing series of synchronicities to find 

truth.” - Crystallinks
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12 
                                         TWELVE
12:12 references the digital code for the illusion of time.

2012 Mayan Calendar

12 Around 1 to create a matrix or consciousness programs of reality. 12 Pyramids of 
Thoth

12=3 = third dimension, physical Reality.

12:12=3+3=6=Star of David – Merkabah – Kabbalah – Tree of Life – blueprint for the 
architecture of our reality.

Reality is created by 12 a source. (Triggered by a tone – the source divides into 12 pyra-
mids which spiral around the source creating a multi-dimensional grid or matrix. This is 
the source of energy which creates everything our soul experiences in many levels 
of grid realities. This all occurs simultaneously – though 12 is a measure of time – 
the calendar months – clocks – astrology – etc.

The Duocad is a complete cycle; cosmic order. The 3×4 is both the spiritual and tempo-
ral order—the esoteric and the exoteric. There are twelve signs in the standard Zodiac 
and twelve months in our year. Twelve hours of the day and night.

12 is a higher octave of the number three and is an indicator of great understanding 
and wisdom. Much of its knowledge is gleaned from life experiences which enables a 
sense of calm to prevail in even the most turbulent of situations. Twelve is significant in 
ancient man¹s life because there were twelve tribes in Israel, twelve disciples followed 
Jesus, there are twelve astrological signs in the zodiac, there are twelve months in the 
year, and our modern clock is divided into two groups of twelve hours. 

It is considered to be the ancient number of completion as it signals the end of child-
hood and the beginning stages of adulthood. Additionally, the ancient numbering and 
measuring systems are based on this number, as evidenced by terms such as a dozen 
(12), a gross (12 times 12), a shilling (12 pence) and a foot (12 inches). Negatively, twelve 
can suffer from a form of depression brought about by a feeling of resignation that 
life¹s events have transpired in such a way. (There are also 12 countries using the euro 
as of December 2004.)
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13 
                                      THIRTEEN
Reality is myth, math and metaphor created by the patterns of Sacred Geometry that 
repeat in cycles called Time (Clock) and Space (Space). 12 Around 1 or 13

13 = (1+3) = 4 = closure of our reality program or the evolution of consciousness back 
into light. 13 dimensions of consciousness.

4 also references the number 40, given significance throughout history. Year 40 was a 
leap year starting on Friday of the Julian calendar.

13 is a Fibonacci Number (F7).

13 is the 6th prime number. 6 is sometimes considered 
an unlucky number due to its association with 
666 (18=9=closure).

13 is the second Star Number.

There are 13 circles in Metatron’s Cube.

13 is the atomic number of aluminium. In chemistry and physics, the atomic number 
(also known as the proton number) is the number of protons found in the nucleus of an 
atom. It is traditionally represented by the symbolZ. The atomic number uniquely iden-
tifies a chemical element. In an atom of neutral charge, atomic number is equal to the 
number of electrons. The atomic number is closely related to the mass number, which is 
the total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of an atom.

In prophecy we find:

12 crystal skulls around 1 forming a matrix at the end of physical time
Mesoamerican (Mayan) Long Count Calendar and Calculating the Tzolk’in date portion 
which takes us to Long Count 13.0.0.0.0 on December 21, 2012.
The lunisolar calendar generally has 12 months but every second or third year has 13.

With the 12 around 1 matrix, we find the origins of a superstition linking 13 people at the 
Last Supper – 12 disciples around Jesus, The 13th person is Jesus. - 
Christ Consciousness
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         I have found by using these particular meanings and codes, it has allowed me 
to imprint on my subconscious these archetypal symbols from our collective uncon-
scious. While Angel numbers and confirmation messages are useful, it’s also a great 
tool to use to start helping your awakening take form. This is something your soul 
knows deep down, 

It is a remembrance of who you are. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT NUMEROLOGY

What does it mean if I see my Birthday Numbers repeated?
 

The main cause is because it’s a familiar symbol to you which is why your guides and/
or higher self are giving you the nudge when you see it. People tend to see their birth 

date because it is a number you already subconsciously associate with yourself. Like a 
flashing red light. 

You instantly know it triggers you because it is something you are subconsicously 
familar with instantly. it’s usually a trigger that we need to be paying attention right at 
this moment. Something is happening in the undercurrents. Watch your surroundings, 
watch your thoughts here, watch what is going on at that moment. It’s all about paying 

attention.

Life Path, Destiny Numbers, Why so many Contradictions?

Numerology can have numerous meanings based on our beliefs. 
There are different types of numerology: Birth Date Numbers go into Life Path Num-

bers, Destiny Numbers, Pennacle Numbers, heart’s desire, personality, and many more. 

My point being there is going to be some contradictions because there are so many 
different systems of Numerology. 

Numerology for birthdays can be a lot different than say Kabbalah Numerology or Mas-
ter Numbers because they all carry different meanings. 

My best advice, follow what resonates with your own soul! If it doesn’t resonate it 
doesn’t mean you have to agree with that information. In the same way where not every 

horoscope is going to predict your future, follow with what resonates, always.
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      How Do I Stop the Numbers from Ruling my life?
 Often times I get Questions from people who are suddenly paranoid that the 
numbers are starting to haunt them and influence their life. This is a real thing.  
 
It’s important to realize, the numbers are there to guide us but we are always the 
one guiding the ship. YOU are the person in control of the numbers, they aren’t 
appearing at random. If they are making you uncomfortable, ask the universe to 
turn it down a few notches, we can do that. As creators of our experiences, you 
can tone down the synchronicitic flow. 

What does it mean if I catch the numbers just before the
moment? For example - the time will be 3:32 or 5:54, or a 

customer’s bill will be $11.10. 

This used to happen to my friend and she’d get a giggle out of it. I think it’s just 
the universe’s way of showing us we are paying attention. She would see 11:12. In 
our interpretation the meaning we hold is the most powerful. so it would mean 
the same as if you were seeing 3:33, 555 or 11:11. it’s all just symbols we give mean 

and belief to anyway

  
What is the Higher Self & how does it relate to the Numbers?

  Your higher self is the part of you that is divinely connected to source energy 
and the infinite. Your Higher self is guiding you all the time, it’s the person who 
brought you to this moment right here. I like to say the higher self is our future 
self- our cosmic bff mastermind helping us and reminding us of our infinite po-
tential. You could say your higher self is like your intuition or gut feeling, it’s the 
inner voice in your head that comes before thinking. it’s the feeling you get when 
you just know something is right. 

This is never a bad thing, our higher self is part of our internal guidance system. 
It’s not a separate person, it’s literally a part of you communicating through you. 

Numbers usually come to us through Higher Self showing us patterns in our life, 
it’s a wake up call. Shaking your soul and triggering you to look within. it’s not 
usually for a bad reason, it’s merely getting you to open your eyes and look at 
your reality from outside of your mind.

For Further Questions: Numerology Q & A
Reference: Crystalinks.com  A major thank you to Ellie who let us use her Culture 
pages for reference. 
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        WORKSHEET ON NUMEROLOGY

   What Numbers are repeatedly coming up in your life?

Calculate the Sequences.  
                                      

__ + __+ __ + __ + __ + __ = 
 

__ + __+ __ + __ + __ + __ = 
 

__ + __+ __ + __ + __ + __ = 
 

__ + __+ __ + __ + __ + __ =

Is there any deja vu theme or thought pattern that comes up when I see 
these #s? 

 
________________________________________________________________

Watching our surroundings, the repeated messages or even the words 
we’re thinking at the time they appear. Help us identify what they mean.  

 
Is there a significant thought you have when they appear?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What are the surroundings like? 
 

________________________________________________________________

What are some of the symbols that appear the most? 
 

________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________

What is the general message coming through? 
 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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 IN CLOSING...
The numbers are there to serve as a catalysts into understanding who we are and of-
ten have a message behind them. When we see these numbers in daily life, it’s 
important to watch your thoughts, surroundings, conversations, signs, anything that 
connects and resonates with you.

So when we have repeated synchronicities appearing it means something is literally 
shifting within the mind. The Subconscious projects out into our experiences so when 
we have these occurrences, they are like a trigger getting us to look within our long 
term memory. It’s like a cosmic wink but it’s really about getting you to put the puzzle 
pieces together.

You know there is that scene in the matrix where Neo experiences Deja vu and they 
tell him it means there has been a change, a glitch in the matrix? Well Numerology is 
similar in comparison because what is happening is you’re experiencing these triggers 
because symbolically your mind is changing. 

11:11 being the most common, but the more you notice the more you begin to see. The 
numbers repeat, they come up more and more. Then it’s suddenly hard to determine if 
you’re living in reality or a dream. 

Ashley Aliff is the creator of The Awakened State, 
where she helps others understand the process of 
Kundalini Awakening. Her mission is to guide others 
to discover their unlimited potential and how we can 
move beyond our fears. When she’s not blogging, 
she’s netflixing with her man or playing with her two 
crazy kids. Catch more inspiration on Pinterest, 
Connect in the Community or share your story on 

Tumblr.
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